
 

 

The Monthly Observations 

    for April 2022 

  

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “April 2022”.  The narrative below profiles 
this month through spiritual, energetic and numerological filters.  It can be useful reading it 
together with the forecast for this year.  It aims to help you learn about and work with dynamics 
true(-r) to self.  Implicit in this is intuition; how you’re processing invisible stuff.  Insights about the 
collective chart can really help us make sense of things.  No matter our personal year or placement, 

what happens outside affects self too. 

Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;  

read about this year;  and/or 

visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier. 

 

 

Recapping last month…  

“March”s dynamics seemed to stretch mindset over again.  That’s a no brainer given what’s been 

happening out there.  News cycles prompted reviews of what self was sitting in.  That’s always an 
interesting dynamic: is creation shaped alone by our decisions?  To a degree, very much.  Beyond 
that, we’re a part of a much bigger picture.  Receiving is key in manifesting in spiritual, physical and 
intuitive terms.  What feels right doesn’t only source from person/people.  We’re partners as well as 
painters no matter the landscape we’re in.   

Last month brought “9”s and, with that, slower flow on some levels.  This number wants folk stopping 

and sorting.  It buys people time to clear, clean, process.  Doing this helps us discover/sense where to 
now.  This can unfold as shifts we enjoy but the universe sometimes send more: events that seek 
fundamental change.  Illness, cash flow, conflict encourage self to review how it’s performing and 
whether life is as good as it can be.  Via such rhythms, portals open to clearer, stronger, wiser zones.  
We don’t always run with the optimum choice yet, through this, we consciously learn.   

I hope your last month wasn’t jarring.  For many, it was.  “7”s appeared in “March”s profile.  They 
seek (more) spiritual intelligence.  Wisdom flows best when we release mind.  “Release” doesn’t 
mean discarding or dismissing.  It points to self divesting limit, bias, grip, resistance, greed.  Over-
mindful “7” heightens projections; it believes, judges, knows too much.  Living in past is amplified by 
this number.  We’re receiving beings not just do’ers or managers.  Petrol in shapes next moments.  
Taking time to process maintains health.  All of this affects manifesting; what we attract; how 
things unfold.   

Get across my Observations about 2022.  

Read about Last Month in The Archives.   

 

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations?  order your files here… 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/about-2022/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/about-2022/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/audio-files/


Psychic & Energy Work’s Monthly Observations for April 2022 (cont’d) 
 

Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone or email consultations.  Every 

format is just as effective.  To book or ask a question, contact Fran here.   

ps… Fran’s not on email all of the time.  Call or sms for a prompt reply. 

  

“APRIL”S NUMBERS 

Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart.  Outlined below are 
“April”s key numbers followed by my Observations. 

This Month’s Chart 

  each year in 2022 

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again 4 2026/1 

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point 29/2 121/4 

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things 33/6 2147/5 

 

  

“April 2022”s numerological tally…. 

Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count.  
Examining a chart from this angle helps us understand what’s going on.  It doesn’t, in itself, signal 
“good” or “bad” (life often delivers a mix).  What we find initially jarring comes to promote better 
states of being.  A count like this can help us make sense of what we need to.  When a number 
presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.   

The tally for this month is: 

Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frequency 2 6 12 2 4 1 3 1 1 2 

Let’s look at what this might mean for your world….. 

  

“April”s birth numbers are “4” and “2026/1” 
    awareness, focus, resilience matter 

“4” and “1” are interesting goalposts.  They want self knowing and backing its course – i.e. from a 
spiritual angle rather than needy or limited ones.  “2026” passes through “10” as it reduces to single 

digit.  Self discovery can feature (more); our trust in and embrace of gut feel.  Life always guides 
intuitively well.  Mental dynamics interfere with this.  Mind’s always searching for gaps and next 
moments which is a strength when in balance.  Egoic “I”, however, zones in on flaws, gaps, lack 
regularly.  When we connect to divine wisdom, real world gaps start filling.   

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
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“4” stretches perspectives wider even when self has good, long sight.  “1” suggests louder themes 
around this, this month.  It highlights more of self’s strengths so that they’re backed and channelled 

constantly.  “4” is “build”; hence, the question: “what are you helping to exist?”  Like all vibes, it 
wants us evolving; life is constantly calling sense up.  When people seek soul and guidance, Source 
says “okay, you asked for it”.  We don’t always sign up for how things unfold yet goodness emerges, 
ultimately, from all things.  This is not to dismiss the trauma emerging from conflict.  Through troughs 
self is led back to summit.  Hard to sense and swallow when life’s harsh.  Yet, self is a partner in 
creation.  “4”, being “build”, flags models, methods, assumptions…  It, therefore, seeks upgrade and 
health check: are current offerings as best can be?  Don’t be surprised if “April” shows you (or others) 
how to live more spiritually. 

“2026” could boost what has been outlined above.  “202” asks us to dance with life wholistically, 
constant.  Withdrawing helps folk make sense of things.  “0” also flags spiritual connection.  Are you 

tending to things as you can/should?  Creating best physically?  Half-cut in means half-cut out.  
Lower level energies roll until they’re realigned.  Perfection grows only when it is offered, valued, 
nurtured.  We each create in our own way.  Here, too, birth lessons about model.  Are you truly 
living your path?  We’re here to intuitively lead, allow, follow.  “6” wants self at genuine best.  
Authenticity, this month, could be sought, tapped into, more.  Being real is a continual dare.  Being 
your zenith is all you can aim for.  

Mind can overstate its standards.  Breath and time out helps that clear.  “4” and “2026/1” offer new 
chances to know/discover self then be.  That might mean you; it could involve others.  We often learn 
via outside world.  Witnessing is a potent stance and tactic.  We tend to heal most when we don’t 
fill our landscape with ourselves.  “1” says “back your horse to the fullest”.  That needn’t breed 
belligerence.  We’re here to share.  Egoic self forgets that.  The universe guides via positives and 

negatives.  Remember: you’re here to choose (not just follow) even when you seem to have a lesser 
hand.  We first need to know what states we’re seeking.  Just doing this affects how future plays out.   

Breath, exercise and technology-free time out promote success that is long-term.  Embrace life for 
universal sake.  “1” also flags example.  Where can you stand firmer in the present?  Spiritually, that 
includes everyone/thing.  Good elders listen, process, observe; discern between want v need.  Life 
asks us all to do this often.  We forget it at times and start seeing life as landscape to rule.  None of 
these words need to trigger lack of interest.  “1” flags how everyone is different.  Where can you back 
your uniqueness?  Know you are here to receive, promote, create.  We only doubt success when we 
become wrapped up and driven by egoic vibrations.  That’s just part of being human but everything 
starts on the energetic level.  

Life is a great communicator.  It’s always revealing newness to rejoice in.  Only egoic self withholds, 

excludes, practically jokes, forgets about integrity.  Where can you stretch your sense that life’s okay 
AND radiate that?  Depth, grounding, practice, care….  could heighten as themes, this “April”.  Here, 
they’ll show us more about how and where progress can birth.  The Aquarian age – which we’re in 
now – seeks newness that’s full(-er) of substance; not so much bling, greed, exclusion.  So much is 
being revamped.  Don’t fight with life.  That wastes energy.  The universe has time on its side.  Don’t 
let horizontal dynamics rule your thoughts or situations.  Connect to soul to partner fully.  The stance 
of observer is potent.   
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My Clearing Cards® help you connect 

Life flows best when we let go of egoic self.  Mind can pull us off-
track at times.  Taking time to reboot makes a difference.  
Everything’s linked and explained, assuming we give that the chance 
to occur.  My Clearing Cards® carry two levels of message.  Either or both can help 
you shift and intuit more.  To purchase or read more, go through to my Shop. 

 

This month delivers M.O.s of “29/2” and “121/4” 
   time to discover what self’s made of again 

The M.O. describes how we’ll evolve as a period unfolds.  It’s via the “how”s that we become more 
aware of how to live as soul.  “29” hints that such themes could abound as “April” visits.  Its 
movement through “11” on its way to “2” guarantees this.  “11” is double leader, example; truth as 
a stretch into wider perspective.  Big picture moments can stop us in our tracks when they first 
emerge.  A master number, this vibe denotes truth that’s channelled; authenticity.  Through this, we 
learn more about placement, sharing space, relating healthily (“2”).  We also attend to whatever 
requires clarity or balance (“9”).  “29/2” wants things sorted wherever they’re needing an overhaul.   

“29” can also highlight where compassion’s needed to the next degree.  To others, self, nature and 
globe, we’re certainly seeing such opportunities.  In one sense, we’re just leaving chapters when self 
focus was all the rage.  There’s nothing wrong with that in balance but pendulums swing beyond 

centre.  Every gesture invites a reaction.  Magnify that if it’s mainstream.  Me-ness has been a louder 
success drive since the turn of this century.  That needn’t be shunned or devalued.  Self-focus is part 
of waking up yet everything thrives when it’s in balance.  Self first gets theory then grows into 
practice.  Soul’s only drowned when one self counts more.  Marketing worlds are up for 
adjustment.  With that, all systems which drive and support them, including us.  The placement we 
give certain aspects is evolving.  It’s part of the decade “2020”.  “1” – self as centre – is being 
reconfigured as a theme.  Beyond “2019”, its role in flow has shifted.  That is why issues are pulling 
focus outwards.  This needn’t see self repressed in value.  It’s here to do an important job.  Life wants 
universal awareness.  Self still features in that equation.  So does success, flow, health.  Yet how we 
reach those milestones just requires different mindsets.  We all know this as a theory.  It’s not new 
news in any way.  Life is now seeking it as a practical dynamic.  Spiritual being is part of this 

wavelength.   

Essential “me” often goes public having just passed through spiritual fire.  “121/4” could boost what 
has been outlined above.  It wants people learning more about self as a wavelength and state - mine, 
yours, others’ as well - through the dance between self-other-self.  “4” – awareness - is due to 
expand.  The universe is always trying to show us more about what matters and what, therefore, 
needs our support.  “4” wants quality frameworks, constructs, forward movement.  Those 
standards move all of the time.  Life is a stairway not straight, flat road.  We don’t have to climb 
onwards and upwards but soul comes calling sooner or later.  “29/2” and “121/4” as M.O.s could help 
you clarify purpose, place, value, role.  All in all, “April”s birth numbers and M.O.s point to healthy 
progress.   

So?  Don’t be surprised if this month guides you consciously forward again.  The first quarter of 

“2022” pulled focus in, back to basics.  This month could see selves feeling as if they’re able to step 
towards future again.  “4” can unfold like a tsunami.  Eastern Australia has had its share of that.  
Wipe outs on any level can feature when this number visits in force.  Four “4”s; three master 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
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numbers; and a “5” reality could help people prepare to get going.  “4” marks model and assumption, 
hinting that it’s time to confirm strategy.  In one sense, we’re still focused on the basics.  Great 

ventures birth from platforms laid spiritually. 

 

 

 
************** 

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone 

… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work.  Life can present in ways that stun, often 
just as we need to stay grounded.  Via phone, video or email, I tune in to help you understand and 

clear.  Sessions are recorded so that you can revisit the guidance you’re given.   

To enquire or make a booking, click here. 

Read google reviews here 

************** 

 

 

“April”s reality numbers are “33/6” and “2147/5” 
    balance, adventure and meaningful growth 

“April” always brings “33” as an end point.  That number points to realising stuff.  It also denotes the 
role of expression in creating.  “Communicate!” is its catchcry  - to yourself, others, life, Source.  We 

manifest optimally when we live intuitively.  Take time to process; distil what’s inside.  Dedicate a 
time, every week, to release all busyness and action.  Come back to quiet regularly.  Such things are 
key in receiving guidance that’s balanced and beneficial.  Taking care of everything matters but, long 
term, has to start with self.   

“3” is also “go with the flow”.  Let life inform you as it now can.  We forget that Source is constantly 
trying to guide us all to our aims.  This doesn’t only include mental, physical, material spheres.  It 
wants the whole of a person included in any success that’s reached.  This can explain why nothing is 
constant; why self’s always nudged towards next best.  We are, in this sense, rather like a circle - 
360, not just one aspect.  The all of self is what Source aims for.  You might know it and think it 
but has it birthed as completeness?  Every next second wants things to get righter even if they 
already seemed perfect.  This month could highlight next dimension fuller, more complete, 

somehow.  That can mean wonderful adventures.  Dare to be the you you sense you really are. 

The joy of “6” as reality number is its focus upon care, calm and peace.  That augers well for millions 
of people, let alone planet.  “6” can play out as more supportive rhythms.  It’s often when cotton 
wool returns – more padding, kindness, flow, recognition.  People can find life more inclusive and 
helpful.  In and for every individual, “6” wants more realness, genuine “I”.  We can connect with soul 
anew.  Where, do you sense, might this happen in your world?  Numbers highlight self’s journey 
onwards and the stuff we’ll be asked to witness.  As “6” also flags kindness and balance, “April” could 
trigger healing experiences.   

Along with “6” comes “5”, however: new excuses to stretch and test.  This number hints at people 
moving to the next level – forced or not – in conscious ways.  “5” can flag new, great adventures; 

time to try; embrace unknown.  As a vibe, it denotes potential; a phase that reveals what we are now 
ready for.  “5”, as dynamic, can stretch and pull in ways we first reject.  Self gets used to how life 
happens.  This number comes to vet and test that.  In so doing, it helps us open/link to new paths 
and doors.  “5” is Source saying “you can do it” no matter what “it” involves.  All of these vibes signal 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://search.google.com/local/reviews?placeid=ChIJ2RRaQQiwEmsRzEJjLGVl9fM
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a month that will spur realignment, wider landscapes, new starts, growth.  That could present simply 
as perceptual shift.  Do what you can to help these dynamics flow.  

In closing, this month’s master numbers should nudge us into firmer, spiritual, whole world views.  
Implicit in this is energetic practice; are you making time to process, heal, chill?  Such gestures open 
self up for insights.  They only come to help us succeed.  “6” can also stir emotions.  Get in touch 
with core.  Release what feels stuck, old, empty.  Energy doesn’t like a vacuum.  What are you 
letting fill, steer, surround you?  Use this month to come back to balance with methods, goals, 
values, needs.  This will ensure that what comes next is as good as you can birth.  All in all, “April” 
should help you step positively forward in potent terms. 

   

 

What about your chart? 

We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and 
last birthday.  I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your 
personal chart.  Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition 
through all sorts of things.  They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can 
occur when we do this.   

Contact to book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena; 

Organise meditation sessions and files, and audio files; 

  Buy my Clearing Cards®; 

    Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;  

      Check out my courses;  

        Read some articles; and  

Come back from 11 April to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s 
Metaphysical Show.  They never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first 
Thursday of every month.  They offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and 
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com.  If you miss the Show, we’ll save your 
questions for next month.  The program likes to be interactive and your details aren’t used 
for any other purpose.   

Join Michael and Fran live-to-air on Thursday 7th at threedradio.com from 9pm, Adelaide 

(South Australia) time, or revisit this page to hear it from Mon 11th.  Click here to listen to what we 
discussed in March.                             microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com 

 

 

 

 To send through your questions or booking requests, 

click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or here!). 

focus on what’s good to help good life flow 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product-category/meditation-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/audio-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/read/archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/learn/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/learn/
mailto:metaphysicalshow@gmail.com
https://www.threedradio.com/
https://app.box.com/s/u1krkt38kmf841u20yxm2pp6wqfe088c
https://app.box.com/s/u1krkt38kmf841u20yxm2pp6wqfe088c
https://pixabay.com/users/gustavofer74-791316/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/contact/

